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Abstract
The dissertation reports on how the national primary science curricula in Finland 
and China (a) specifies the objectives of scientific literacy, and (b) has adopted 
the concept of twenty-first century competencies.
Globalization has influenced education. The goals of science education have 
been evolving with the changes in the connotation of scientific literacy. The goal 
of developing competencies for the twenty-first century has been written in policy 
documents at national and international levels. The phenomenon indicates
convergent changes in education: from knowledge-centered education to 
competencies-focused, indicating alignment with sustainable development goals 
for education. However, problems and challenges arise at the same time as the 
convergent reforms of education. 
Both scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies could be merely an 
interesting term in policy documents rather than a consistent and deliberately 
chosen goal. Given that scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies are 
abstract terms, the interpretation of the goals that have been given the same names
may vary in policies. The differences should affect the results of the 
implementation of reforms. How to teach 21st-century competencies within 
traditional subjects such as science has been the biggest challenge in schooling. 
The traditional Anglo-American curriculum seems to be not enough for designing 
a curriculum in response to the trends in educational reform, but the European-
Scandinavian Bildung-Didaktik may serve as an alternative for curriculum design.
In this research, the national primary science curricula in Finland and China 
were analyzed following the deductive content analysis process via two 
conceptual frameworks: the scientific literacy framework (PISA-derived 
framework) and the 21st-century competencies framework (revised Assessment 
and Teaching of 21st Century Skills framework, ATC21S). The discussion draws 
on two theoretical perspectives: the different visions of competencies in science 
as well as generic competencies; and the Anglo-American curriculum tradition 
and the European-Scandinavian Bildung-Didaktik tradition. 
The study found that both countries’ science curricula emphasized the goal of 
scientific literacy with the integration of learning and applying knowledge in
science (Vision I and Vision II). However, the Chinese curriculum is emphasized 
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more on knowledge of science (Vision I) compared to the Finnish one, and in line 
with the traditional Anglo-American curriculum. The Finnish curriculum has
explicitly shown the emphasis on learning and applying knowledge of science in 
daily contexts (Vision II). Nevertheless, the critical perspective on socioscientific 
issues (Vision III) is not written explicitly. The Finnish curriculum demonstrates 
an affiliation with the tradition of Bildung-Didaktik; some of the 21st-century
competencies have been illustrated as an end of education through the learning of 
subject matter in science.
It is argued in the dissertation that science education is both a goal in itself and 
a means of achieving the goals of 21st-century competencies. A science curriculum
should be organized with its objectives related to subject matters based on Anglo-
American curriculum tradition and with the guidance of Bildung. The PISA and 
ATC21S frameworks can be applied for either guidance of curriculum design or 
a tool to examine the actualization of a curriculum. 
Keywords: science curriculum, comparative study, scientific literacy, 
twenty-first century competencies  
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The aim of the research in this article-based dissertation is an attempt to 1) 
conceptualize and examine two concepts, i.e., scientific literacy and twenty-first 
century competencies, 2) investigate how the current Chinese and Finnish national 
primary science curricula specify the objectives of scientific literacy and have 
adopted the concept of 21st-century competencies as a part of the curricula. The 
research considers the question of whether it is possible and prudent to design a 
scientific literacy specified framework (standard) which integrates the concept of 
21st-century competencies based on the theories of the curriculum.
Scientific literacy has become a widely acknowledged goal in science 
education since the 1950s (DeBoer, 2011; Hodson, 2011). The concept has gained
popularity in several countries’ national science curricula after its application as a 
core concept in the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) 
(Roberts & Bybee, 2014). Scientific literacy typically signals the changes of 
emphasis from knowledge-oriented with a focus on the canonical subject matters 
of the natural sciences (Vision I) to competency-oriented centering on the 
application of knowledge and skills in science-related situations (Vision II)
(Roberts, 2007; Roberts & Bybee, 2014). Until the last few decades, the two 
visions of scientific literacy have been problematized with a concern about the 
taken-for-granted discourse of neoliberalism in science education (Hodson, 2003; 
Levinson, 2010; Sjöström, Frerichs, Zuin & Eilks, 2017). After that, critical 
scientific literacy or Vision III has been explicitly noted. Nevertheless, little of the 
research in the field of science education has discussed the ideological 
assumptions that underpin the globalized aim described as “scientific literacy” in 
the policy documents (Carter, 2005; Carter, 2008; Fensham, 2009; Levinson, 2010; 
Lin, Lin, Potvin & Tsai, 2019). 
Responding to the growing demands from labor markets in the knowledge 
society, education reforms have been ongoing; there have been reforms in 
teaching and learning subjects as an end in itself, to a goal to cultivate transferable 
competencies. Twenty-first century competencies is the concept demonstrating 
the trend. Twenty-first century competencies or as described in alternative
terminologies, such as “key competencies,” “generic competence,” “core skills,”
was first emerged in policy documents from supranational organizations and have 
after that been borrowed by many countries (Voogt & Roblin, 2012). The 
European Union (EU), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO), and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) are some of the major supranational institutions that have 
published numerous policies regarding the schooling of 21st-century competencies.
After these organizations, countries including the United States, China, Finland, 
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and Singapore have declared the need to implement education reforms, beginning
with the publication of various frameworks concerning 21st-century competencies.
However, there are many challenges in actualizing the goals of 21st-century 
competencies.
The convergence of the goals of scientific literacy and 21st-century 
competencies worldwide is doubtful due to the reasons as follows. First, the global 
process of designing science curricula with 21st-century competencies in mind, in 
fact, is not a one-way process. It is a (re)contextualizing process of the adoption 
of worldwide recognized concepts, e.g., scientific literacy and 21st-century 
competencies, at the national level, a process is described as “glocalization” (Ball, 
1998; Roudometof, 2016). The process begins with policymakers who borrow 
educational concepts either from other countries, mainly from reference countries, 
who perform well in international assessments in science, such as Finland and 
China (Shanghai), or from supranational organizations, such as the OECD 
(Schriewer & Martinez, 2004; Sellar & Lingard, 2013; Steiner-Khamsi, 2003). 
However, if the concepts borrowed from foreign areas or supranational 
organizations are adopted in an abstract way at national level, they can merely be 
applied as attractive terms in national policy documents rather than as consistent 
and deliberately-chosen goals for educational reforms (DeBoer, 2011; Grek, 2009; 
Sadler & Zeidler, 2009; Sellar & Lingard, 2013; Steiner-Khamsi, 2012; Takayama, 
2010). Second, policies at a national level are the outputs of conflicts, tensions,
and compromises with respect to cultural, political, and economic considerations 
(Cuban, 1992; Steiner-Khamsi, 2012; Takayama, 2010). Policymakers do not 
merely attempt to learn from others for the end of globalization in education, but 
to justify the education reform interests for their own sake. Third, the two concepts,
i.e., scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies, are complex and evolving.
Namely, as mentioned previously, there are at least three visions of scientific 
literacy. The concept of 21st-century competencies derived from policy 
documents is further unclear than the concept of scientific literacy. The vagueness
is not only owing to the variance of terminologies used to present it, but also 
because of the lack of clarity of its connotation and constitution (National Research 
Council, 2012; Reimers & Chung, 2016). More importantly, Willbergh (2015) 
argues that the concept “competence (competency)” has been struggling with 
theoretical problems, because neither is it originally an educational concept, nor 
has enough research confronted the concept with traditional educational concepts. 
Consequently, scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies may suggest 
different meanings in a range of policy documents. Chapter 3 will briefly revisit 
the concepts of scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies.
A comparative perspective will be beneficial to inquire about the 
implementation of the concepts of scientific literacy and 21st-century 
competencies in science curricula. Such a perspective of the inquiry helps us to 
understand better the status of the implementation of the concepts in different 
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countries’ science curricula. In return, an examination of science curricula in 
countries having different educational traditions may broaden views on the design 
of an international standard of science. In particular, according to research in 
science education and curriculum studies, another curriculum tradition Didaktick
in European-Scandinavian countries overarching by the recently revisited concept 
Bildung may potentially be an alternative approach to the traditional Anglo-
American curriculum theory, as it could provide a connection to the ideas of 
critical scientific literacy (Vision III) and competency (Deng, 2015; Levinson, 
2018; Sjöström et al., 2017; Terhart, 2003).
A national curriculum is a good sample for the intended inquiry because it is a 
policy document conflating and reflecting “modern” and “tradition.” It is an 
assemblage of intended goals showing subject matter, skills, and values that 
policymakers expect to be taught in schools (Goodlad, 1984; Oliva, 1997). By it, 
a nation will guide a reform in response to the request in a specific context from 
the society; the influence from outside on a reform may derive from the global
process through international assessments in recent decades (Addey, Sellar, 
Steiner-Khamsi, Lingard & Verger, 2017; Sellar & Lingard, 2013). Nevertheless, 
theories of teaching and learning and traditions in education are embedded deeply 
within the curriculum, because it should have been a product of compromise 
between a diverse range of stakeholders (Apple, 1993; Cuban, 1992). 
In this research, the current national primary science curricula in Finland and 
China have been selected as the cases for comparison for two reasons. First, the 
characteristics of the cases are in alignment with the principle of comparative 
studies: cases have similar outcomes yet with different systems (Steiner-Khamsi, 
2013). Finland and China (Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Guangdong; B-S-J-G) have
performed well in international large scales assessment, although they have 
different educational traditions (OECD, 2011; OECD, 2016). The two countries 
have been even considered as reference countries in the West and East
respectively (Sellar & Lingard, 2013). It is undeniable that the achievements in
PISA by these four regions cannot represent the success of the whole of mainland 
China. However, the results in PISA indicate more of the inequality of education 
investments in China than the reasons of the achievements which embedded in the
traditions and educational system itself. The success of Chinese students is usually 
explained by examinations, out-of-school lessons, and tutoring by educators from 
China (Ma, Jong & Yuan, 2013). By contrast, the Finnish education system is 
even named as a “fourth way” (Sahlberg, 2015). There are far fewer learning hours 
and tests in Finnish schools than in the Chinese institutions (in general, not 
specified in Shanghai), thus making the Finnish students’ success appears to be a 
paradox and quite appealing to researchers (Steiner-Khamsi, 2012; Takayama, 
2010). The comparative research may help identify characteristics in these 
countries as well as the traditions embedded in themselves, which may raise a
different perspective on curriculum design. Second, the policy documents from 
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the countries are good samples because they fit well with the content for the 
inquiry, which may entangle the goals of scientific literacy and 21st-century 
competencies. Finland (2014) and China (2017) have recently published their 
national primary science curricula as well as frameworks for cultivating 21st-
century competencies. The policies indicate a similar concern and even a 
movement in terms of the integration of 21st-century competencies with school 
subjects in both countries, admittedly the justification for the reform may 
potentially differ between the two countries. Educational contexts in Finland and 
China will be introduced in detail in Chapter 2.
In this dissertation, it is intended to examine how the national primary science 
curricula in Finland and China specify the objectives of scientific literacy and have 
incorporated the concept of 21st-century competencies by using the method of 
deductive content analysis. Even though the thesis merely investigated and 
compared the intended science curricula in Finland and China, it responds to 
larger, international concerns. The rhizomatic development of the two concepts, 
i.e., scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies, across policy documents 
suggests a common convergent desire to transform the goals of education in front 
of the challenges for sustainable development. The convergence entails the 
importance of finding a path to fulfill the purpose. How to design competency-
oriented curriculum based on subject matters has become one of the most 
challenging and even essential issues discussed worldwide (National Research 
Council, 2012). The approach to integrating the goals of learning 21st-century 
competencies with traditional school subjects is seemingly more realistic than the 
radical approach to altogether abolishing all the school subjects. Science as one of 
the main subjects in school education could promote the development of 21st-
century competencies owing to the tenets of the nature of science. However, how? 
Restructuring the science curriculum by integrating the aims of 21st-century 
competencies can be a solution that may broaden the goals of scientific literacy in 
science education to the goals of learning 21st-century competencies through the 
learning of subject matters of natural science. Traditional theories of curriculum 
may shed light on the design. 
Moreover, there has not been any research comparing the science curricula of
Finland and China. By inquiring into the intended science curricula in Finland and 
China, the thesis presents an examination of the extent to which the visions of 
scientific literacy, particularly critical scientific literacy, and the goals of 21st-
century competencies have been implemented in the policies. The results may 
serve as reflective materials for the designs of curricula in various countries, as 
Autio (2014) has argued that the mismatch between advancing theory and 
education policies is deepening. Although the teaching and learning practices that 
happen in the classroom are more determinative in the actualization of an 
educational reform, a few studies have suggested the results of an educational 
reform may be impacted by the explicit and clarity of the message conveyed in a 
Restructuring science curriculum for the Twenty-first Century 
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national curriculum (Bergqvist & Bergqvist, 2017; Cuban, 2013; Fullan, 2001). 
Consequently, the thesis positions itself in the global challenge – how to design
science curriculum with the ideas of developing 21st century competencies – and 
looks for solutions through the approaches of the comparative study on two 
reference countries (Finland and China) and of revisiting curriculum theories 
(Bildung-Didaktick and Anglo-American curriculum) with different rationales. 
The thesis can contribute to the research fields of science education, 
curriculum studies, and comparative studies as well. The examinations of policies, 
particularly research on national curriculum, have not been a major field in science 
education (Fensham, 2009; Lin, Lin, Potvin & Tsai, 2019), although researchers 
in science education have noted the ideological issues that are entangled with 
globalization (e.g., Bazzul, 2012; Bazzul & Carter, 2017; Chiu & Duit, 2011; 
Kaya, Erduran, Birdthistle & McCormack, 2018; Levinson, 2018). Moreover, the 
discussion referring to the theories of curriculum based on the findings can 
contribute to the field of curriculum studies and comparative studies as well. 
Namely, in the field of curriculum studies, Deng (2018) noted that most of the 
research has been drawn from such radical broad perspectives that curriculum 
theorizing is much like cultural studies, and it is therefore argued that it has a
“crisis in curriculum theory” by Wraga and Hlebowitsh (Wahlström, 2018) and 
Young (2013). Topics in areas such as subject matters of curriculum content are 
not at the center of contemporary curriculum theorizing, although research with 
broader perspectives on curriculum is undeniably significant for understanding 
and reflection of curriculum in the increasingly instrumental contexts (Deng, 2018; 
Young, 2013). Generally, the thesis is a comparative education research and 
policy study, which can contribute for the theories and discussions on the global 
governance, specifically promote the understanding of policy borrowing and 
lending, convergence and divergence, as well as implementation and adoption of 
the policies from the other nations (Bray, Adamson & Mason, 2007).
The dissertation is comprised of three articles. The overview begins by 
elaborating the educational backgrounds in Finland and China (Chapter 2). After 
that, the theoretical backgrounds of the research are described: a review of the two 
theories of curriculum originally from western countries, and discussion on the 
goals of scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies (Chapter 3). Then the 
research questions and methods, as well as the analytical frameworks, are 
illustrated (Chapter 4). Thereafter, the results of the original articles are briefly 
presented (Chapter 5). Finally, the thesis concludes with a summary of the 
findings, a discussion and a reflection of the main points (Chapter 6). 
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Historically, Finland followed the spirit of Bildung inherited from German 
philosophy, justified and localized by Johan Vilhelm Snellman (Autio, 2014; 
Saari, Salmela & Vilkkilä, 2014). The Finnish educational system has learned 
from many countries, including Sweden, Germany, and the UK. After the Second 
World War, American educational psychology was introduced into Finland and 
was gradually integrated into the Finnish context (Saari, Salmela & Vilkkilä, 
2014). After the Cold War, the logic behind the school system in Finland changed 
to a capitalist market model with an emphasis on economic and global 
competitiveness, reflected in educational policy-making and curriculum planning 
(Saari, Salmela and Vilkkilä, 2014). Nevertheless, Finnish education has still been 
regarded as a “fourth way” compared with other countries producing high levels 
of student achievement in international assessments with a relatively small 
number of teaching hours and average use of resources. Given international and 
national educational reforms since 1921, the Finnish curriculum is now a mix of 
the traditional Anglo-American curriculum and the Bildung-Didaktik (Autio, 2014;
Saari, Salmela & Vilkkilä, 2014).
In the 1970s, Finland made its commitment to a vision of the knowledge-based 
society. By that time, promoting educational equality has been one of the long-
term goals in Finland (Ahtee, Lavonen & Pehkonen, 2008). The idea of 
introducing a common comprehensive school and university-level teacher 
education was initiated. The educational system in Finland has been decentralized 
along with the first national curriculum that was published in 1985, led by the 
Finnish National Agency for Education (Lähdemäki, 2019). After that, Finland 
revised its national curriculum every ten years, with updated curricula being
published in 1994, 2004 and 2014. The aim of the national curriculum in 1994 
was to stimulate a dynamic process in schools. As a result, the decentralization of 
the educational system was strengthened compared with the one in 1985. However, 
with the concern about equality between students, the national curriculum in 2004 
moved away from decentralization to centralization. However, the national 
curriculum in 2014 seemingly returns authority to the municipalities and schools 
when compared with the one in 2004, as the result of educational policy changing
with the needs of society. Regardless of the fluctuation of the extent of
centralization, most decision-making concerning the organization and even the 
content of general education was transferred from the national level to the 
municipalities and even to individual schools in 1985 (Niemi, Toom, & 
Kallioniemi, 2016; Sivesind, Afsar, & Bachmann, 2016). 
The Finnish National Agency for Education prepared the current national 
curriculum in Finland, the Finnish National Core Curriculum for Basic Education 
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2014 (Finnish National Board of Education, 2016). The office is a development 
agency operating under the Ministry of Education and Culture. The designers’
concern was that the impact of globalization and the requirement of sustainability 
in society might reshape the way of providing schooling (Lähdemäki, 2019). The 
renewing of the national curriculum started in 2012, and a range of stakeholders 
participated in the development of the curriculum. The stakeholders include the 
Ministry of Education and Culture, textbook publishers, teacher education 
organizations, principals, teachers, and other education providers (e.g., municipal 
education managers). They cooperate and can be separated into steering groups,
working groups, and coordinating groups according to their tasks. The design of 
the curriculum takes two and a half years, and hundreds of professionals have 
participated in the process. The curriculum was published in Finnish in 2014, and 
based on the curriculum, local municipalities and individual schools began to 
develop local curricula, which were ready and became active in August 2016. 
In the most recent published national curriculum, Finland proposed seven areas 
of “transversal competencies”: 1) thinking and learning to learn, 2) cultural 
competence, interaction, and self-expression, 3) taking care of oneself, managing 
daily life, 4) multi-literacy, 5) competence in information and communication 
technology, 6) working-life competence and entrepreneurship, and 7) 
participation, involvement and building a sustainable future (Finnish National 
Board of Education, 2016). “Multi-literacy” is the competence to interpret, 
produce, and make value judgments across a variety of texts which will help the 
students to understand diverse modes of cultural communication and to build their 
identity. These competencies are highlighted and integrated into the new core 
curriculum (2014). The seven areas of transversal competencies in the Finnish 
National Core Curriculum for Basic Education 2014 were required to be 
integrated into every level of education and every subject (Finnish National Board 
of Education, 2016; Vahtivuori-Hänninen et al., 2014). Yet, the connotation of 
how to achieve the competencies, such as multi-literacy, is still in the process of 
development, although new forms of pedagogy such as phenomena-based 
teaching have been underlined. The reform trend with explicit highlighting of
these competencies in the national curriculum indicates the concerns from Finland 
on preparing citizens for the fast-changing world. 
As the Finnish educational system emphasizes the development of the whole 
person, all school subjects are seen as equally important (Sahlberg, 2015). Science 
is taught in Finland from Grade 1. Environmental studies is the name of the 
science subject at primary school and is taught as an integrated subject by the class 
teacher. The subject is taught as one compulsory subject in two lessons a week 
(45 minutes per lesson) in Grades 1-2 (ages 7-8) and on average in 2.5 lessons a 
week in Grades 3-6 (ages 9-13). The class teachers have been awarded at least a
master’s degree. 
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Chinese education is more centralized than Finland’s, although efforts were 
made to modify this in educational reforms in the past few decades (Law, 2014). 
The Chinese Ministry of Education has the highest authority for planning and 
designing the national curriculum. Teachers typically follow the objectives in the 
national curriculum and use their recommended materials. Therefore, the
curriculum and its well-organized objectives direct the teaching practices in 
schools to a great extent. On the one hand, this kind of system limits the teachers’ 
autonomy in teaching, but on the other hand, the system helps to facilitate teachers 
in clarifying their objectives in teaching, which is particularly essential for the 
teachers who are inexperienced in teaching or teaching the subject. Data suggests 
that the percentage of science teachers at primary schools who held master’s or 
higher degrees is less than 10% (Ministry of Education, 2017). It is a much lower 
percentage than that in Finland, where all primary teachers (100%) have at least a
master’s degree.
In June 2016, China published the latest version of its document Core 
Competencies for Student Development after four years of research and discussion 
among researchers, educators, policymakers, and teachers. The essence of the 
document is to cultivate the individual as a whole by emphasizing core 
competencies in the following areas: 1) learning to learn, 2) living in a healthy 
way, 3) taking responsibility as a citizen, 4) practice in creativity and innovation, 
5) knowledge of one’s cultural heritage, and 6) scientific literacy. The publication 
plays a role as an additional and umbrella document to guide reforms in China. 
Quality and equity are the two significant challenges of basic education in 
China. The goals of learning the core competencies would not be a new movement 
in educational reforms in China underneath the umbrella goal called “quality 
education” (suzhi jiaoyu㍐䍘ᮉ㛢), even if they were released only recently. The 
ultimate goal of “quality education” is to help students achieve broad and balanced 
moral, intellectual, physical and aesthetic development and a high level of 
character building, which is in line with the goal of core competencies. The 
concept of quality education was proposed in response to the heavy burden of
homework and student assessment. However, policies are published to guide the 
reforms in student-centered and competency-oriented education, but the reality is 
that it is not easy to change, particularly with the pressure from “Gaokao” (the 
College Entrance Examination 儈㘳 ). The national examination has been 
considered to be one of the biggest events to have an impact on the happiness of 
life and even as much as the only chance for the socio-mobility of students, 
particularly students from lower socioeconomic families. The national 
examination serves as a burden on the goal of quality education, yet it exists as an 
approach to guarantee the equality of education to some extent.
As a consequence, since the 1990s, Chinese education reforms have 
highlighted the importance of student-centered learning, but the teaching and 
learning style has not been changed much. Even if the reality has not been changed 
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much by the series of reforms, the efforts to release students from the burden of 
examinations have never stopped; specifically the reforms are aimed towards 
quality education.
Similar to Finland, the Chinese national curriculum is revised about every ten 
years. “Inquiry” has been highlighted to changing the previous focuses on 
scientific knowledge and marks in the examinations in science education. The 
previous Chinese national curriculum (an experimental version) was published in 
2001 and revised in 2011 with an emphasis on scientific literacy. The National 
Primary Science Curriculum in China is an independent document parallel to 
curriculum documents for other subjects. However, science education at primary 
schools in China has not been considered to be as important as other subjects, i.e., 
mother tongue and mathematics. It is because, previously, science was a marginal 
subject taught from Grade 3 to 6, and the assessment of it would not account in
the entrance evaluation of students to junior high schools. Yet, it is changing with
acknowledgment of the importance of science education at primary schools by 
government and schools, perhaps affected by the influence of the science, 
technology, engineering, arts and mathematics (STEAM) education in the US.
Science education at the primary level has been emphasized in recent years. 
Beginning in autumn 2018, science has been a compulsory subject from Grades 1 
to 6 (average ages 6-12, two lessons per week, 45 minutes per lesson), parallel to 
the implementation of the new National Primary Science Curriculum. Policies 
have been published on improving the quality of science education and science 
teacher education. Science is taught by specific subject teachers rather than class 
teachers in China. 
It has generally been argued that curriculum theory in China is a unique 
combination of Western theories. Contemporary Chinese curriculum studies have 
taken cues from the US, the Soviet Union, and other countries, such as Japan 
(Zhang & Gao, 2014). Moreover, historically it is undeniable that Chinese 
education has been influenced by the idea of Dewey, because his visits to China 
in the 1920s, and his Chinese students (e.g., Xingzhi Tao) have had significant
influence on education with experimental practices. However, their influences on 
education in China are complex and appear not to be dominant in teaching 
practices. Education is regarded as the path to improving political or economic 
status in China (social mobility), especially in the eyes of Chinese parents. This
notion highlights the assessment and performance (outcomes) in education, by 
which students will gain the reputation they want or their parents’ desire. The 
emphasis on high-stakes testing indicates a contradiction to the original idea by 
Confucius, which stresses the importance of whole-person development, moral 
development, through education. Since the 1990s, according to Ding (2015), the 
Chinese science curriculum has been significantly affected by the traditional 
Anglo-American curriculum theory. Before 1989 there was no systematic work 
on curriculum theory, and only in the most recent decades have scholars begun to 
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trace traditions representing ancient Chinese wisdom, such as Confucianism, 
Taoism, and Buddhism, in order to develop a uniquely Chinese curriculum theory 
(Zhang & Gao, 2014). Because the influence of traditional wisdom on curriculum 
theory development in China can be vague and is also new and complex, this 
aspect of the Chinese science curriculum will not be discussed in the following 
sections. It will also simplify comparisons with Finland.
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3.1 Bildung-Didaktik and traditional Anglo-American curriculum 
The European-Scandinavian Bildung-Didaktik and the traditional Anglo-
American curriculum are two major theories of curriculum and practices 
embedded in western countries (Autio, 2014; Westbury, 2000). American 
curriculum theory today and Didaktik are not far apart from the perspective of the 
present, because they are similarly concerned with issues of teaching and learning 
goals. They have also developed dynamically through increasing interaction and 
globalized influences. Nevertheless, Bildung-Didaktik still demonstrates a 
distinctive perspective in curriculum designing. The relationship among teachers,
students and subject matter, as well as the understanding of teaching in classrooms,
therefore differ from the traditional Anglo-American curriculum teachers (Pantić 
& Wubbels, 2012; Westbury, 2000). Generally, the research does not aim to 
dichotomize the two traditions, but Bildung-Didaktik and the Anglo-American 
curriculum theory refer to a traditional perspective, and the arguments are built on 
their differences.
The Bildung-Didaktik tradition is aimed at cultivating individuals to be 
competent to live successfully and participate in society and ideally, to reconstruct 
society (Autio, 2014). Bildung is an umbrella concept which has been argued as
being different from “education” (Klafki, 2000). As Klafki (2000) noted, “Bildung
is understood as a qualification for reasonable self-determination, which 
presupposes and includes emancipation from determination by others. It is a 
qualification for autonomy, for freedom for individual thought, and for individual
moral decisions” (p.87). There are different schools in the understanding and 
interpretation of Bildung. According to classical theory, Bildung is understood as 
general Bildung, which includes four dimensions: moral, cognitive, aesthetic, and 
practical (Klafki, 2000; Autio, 2014). The cognitive, aesthetic, and practical 
dimensions are considered to be verstand, the domain of instrumental rationality. 
Only the moral dimension differentiates Bildung with a reflective mode of 
rationality from the limits of instrumental rationality, guided by which education 
becomes educative and at best shifts teaching from the transmission to 
transformation (Klafki, 2000; Autio, 2014). Bildung with all these four domains
highlights the importance of individual and social transformation through 
education, which provides a vision of what education should be. 
European-Scandinavian Didaktik is a curriculum tradition guided by the 
Bildung concept that highlights the discourse or conversations between the teacher 
and students about the subject matter in each lesson and shows respect for teachers’ 
academic freedom and autonomy, which is directed by a teaching and learning 
“triangle” (Autio, 2014; Hopmann, 2007; Saari, Salmela & Vilkkilä, 2014; 
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Sahlberg, 2015; Westbury, 2000). Thus, although there is a Lehrplan (literally, a 
teaching plan) in the Bildung-Didaktik tradition, such a plan could only be 
meaningful and with educational insights when implemented by well-trained 
teachers (Autio, 2014; Hopmann, 2007; Pantić & Wubbels, 2012; Westbury, 
2000). Nevertheless, the structure of the order of teaching (Lehrplan) is necessary 
for the start of any form of Didaktik (Weniger, 2000). The Lehrplan is the content 
of Bildung, which establishes the goals of Bildung and stipulates the selected 
instructional material or the so-called “assets” or “values” of Bildung (Weniger, 
2000). Teachers are considered to be professional experts with freedom within the 
framework of an illustrated Lehrplan and are not assessed solely on the basis of 
students’ learning outcomes (Westbury, 2000). 
By contrast, the development of the traditional Anglo-American curriculum 
has been based on Tyler’s Rationale and theories of psychology, which involve
standardization and accountability in the educational system. Educational 
practices developed from this tradition focus on “transmission of knowledge” 
from society to learners, rather than on educating the whole person (Pantić & 
Wubbels, 2012; Westbury, 2000). The curriculum and the teaching plans are well-
articulated in this tradition, and the educational goals in schools are meant to 
achieve the stated objectives and the illustrated contents. The teachers are 
considered to be agents of the system: they can be trained and certified, and they 
are assessed by the students’ learning outcomes (Autio, 2014; Westbury, 2000). 
Their fundamental responsibilities are to follow and implement the requirements 
of the national curriculum. One of the strengths of this tradition is its clear
objectives in subject matters. Typically guiding by the objectives, teachers can 
figure out the expected outcomes, which would be more acceptable for the regions 
where they do not have enough experienced teachers. Another strength of this 
tradition is it typically concerns the structured learning in subjects, for example,
the movement in science education in the 1960s and 1970s guiding in the US,
when the US felt that the perceived preeminence in science and its national safety 
were threatened. The National Science Foundation (NSF) at that time supported 
science curriculum reforms along with scientists and educators, and developed 
standards of science education with clear structures and objectives.
Researchers from the US, such as Schwab with the concept of “practical” series 
and Dewey, share similar ideas in education with the Bildung-Didaktik (Deng, 
2015; Hopmann, 2009; Ruzgar, 2018). For example, Deng (2018) reviewed 
Schwab’s idea “practical” and build a connection between his ideas with the 
Bildung tradition. Specifically, Schwab’s “practical” series is informed by a vision 
of liberal education centered on an image of an educated person who possesses an 
understanding of culture and the world and a set of powers that enable him or her 
to face the challenges in the society of his times. The cultivation of that set of 
powers is achieved through interactions with the essence of curriculum content, 
enabled by a liberal curriculum that promotes conversations, discourses, and 
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practical inquiry through a learning community. Likewise, Bildung-centered 
Didaktik is directed to a vision of education in terms of Bildung – referring to self-
formation, encompassing the cultivation of human powers, self-awareness, liberty 
and freedom, responsibility and dignity, self-determination, co-determination and 
solidarity (Klafki, 2000). The formation and cultivation are achieved through 
encounters with the “educational substance” of content embodied in the state 
curriculum framework, necessitated by the teacher who unlocks the educational 
potential of content for Bildung. However, the ideas of Schwab or Dewey are not 
discussed in the research. Generally, the theories, as well as other discussions from 
the field of curriculum studies, indicate the interweaving among subject matters
and competencies, and the concerns of the development of a whole person
(Wahlström, 2018).
3.2 Scientific literacy and twenty-first century competencies
3.2.1 Three visions of scientific literacy
The term “scientific literacy” has been used to describe diverse goals in science 
education, although there has been no absolute agreement on the understanding of 
the concept (Bybee, 2015; Roberts & Bybee, 2014). The definition and scope of 
scientific literacy have been developed since the appearance of this concept in the 
1950s. DeBoer (2000) argued that the emphasis in scientific literacy should be on 
enhancing the public’s understanding and application of science instead of on 
narrow aims within science itself. Norris and Phillips (2003) analyzed and 
grouped scientific literacy into fundamental and derived senses of literacy. In 
contrast to DeBoer’s open-ended definition, Norris and Phillips argued for the 
importance of a fundamental sense of literacy in science education (DeBoer, 2000; 
Norris & Phillips, 2003; Osborne, 2007). Roberts (2007) summarized two 
different approaches to curriculum design: In his Vision I, scientific literacy is 
seen as being knowledge about science; this vision is science-oriented and focuses 
on teaching the canonic subjects of natural science. Vision II is literacy about 
science-related situations. It is centered on the public understanding of science 
and emphasizes the application of knowledge and abilities in various learning 
contexts. Vision II is the foundation for the view that a science curriculum should 
be designed to prepare students to be citizens who understand science and 
scientific literacy. For example, the Science, Technology, and Society (STS) 
approach is a model based on Vision II (Millar, 2006). Consequently, there 
appeared to be two conflicting perspectives on designing a science curriculum: 
focusing on the science subject matters itself or applying knowledge and abilities 
in real-life contexts. It has been argued that internationally, the science curriculum 
has been reforming between Vision I and Vision II. Usually, a modern science 
curriculum is an integration of the two visions (Roberts & Bybee, 2014). 
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Coincidentally with the changing to Vision II in science education, Gibbons (2000) 
noted that a Mode 2 with a broader view of understanding the role of science 
comparing with Mode 1. Mode 2 concerns the system of knowledge production
and is more open, which is affected not only by the experts in the field, but also 
by the personnel from other fields. Gibbons’ idea offers a background from the 
whole society for the essentialness of reform in science education to Vision II. 
However, given Gibbons’ argument with critical views, it is not difficult to 
notice the fact that science as a production of knowledge should not have been 
“pure,” which is output by the compromising of various powers. This aspect is 
also the reason why researchers in science education underline critical scientific 
literacy. Hodson (2011) stipulated four components of scientific literacy: learning 
science, learning about science, doing science and engaging in socio-political 
action. This last component suggests the need for “critical scientific literacy,” a
need also argued by Levinson (2010, p. 69) as “science education as praxis,” and 
“science education for conflict and dissent” – in effect, a Vision III. Critical 
scientific literacy is a concern about neoliberalism's influences on science and 
science education. According to Hodson (2011), “[students] need to be critical 
consumers of science. This entails recognizing that scientific text is a cultural 
artifact, and so may carry implicit messages relating to interests, values, power, 
class, gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation” (p. 18). Particularly, students are 
living in an age of social media and fake news emerging from everywhere, which 
requires them to be citizens with critical view. It should not be enough that
students merely acquire the knowledge of science. The background information, 
such as values, may not be presented in fake news, students, therefore, should 
develop the competency to notice that. UNESCO has also stressed the need in the 
Education for Sustainable Development Goals: “Education, therefore, is crucial 
for the achievement of sustainable development. However, not all kinds of 
education support sustainable development. Education that promotes economic 
growth alone may well also lead to an increase in unsustainable consumption 
patterns. The now well-established approach of Education for Sustainable 
Development (ESD) empowers learners to make informed decisions and 
responsible actions for environmental integrity, economic viability and just 
society for present and future generations” (UNESCO, 2017, p. 7).
Thus, Vision III is significant. Vision III implies social-political engagement 
for value-driven transformations of both individuals and societies focused on 
emancipation (Sjöström et al. 2017). A Vision III proposed by Sjöström et al. 
(2017) refers to the Bildung tradition. They state that their paper is “[b]ased on 
critical-hermeneutic Bildung… theoretically develops views of critical-reflexive 
Bildung as an educational metatheory. It is connected to ideas of transformative 
learning, sustainability education, and a Vision III of scientific literacy” (Sjöström 
et al., 2017, p. 165). Moreover, they cite Dos Santos, who stated, “beyond the 
purpose of humanistic science education to prepare citizens for the technological 
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society (Vision II), [Vision III] is necessary to have a clearer view of science 
education as having socio-political function” (Sjöström et al., 2017, p. 182). 
Vision III demonstrates the concern of connecting science and social science in 
science education. 
Although there is a lack of fixed meanings or definitions of scientific literacy, 
the PISA science framework sheds light on providing a unique and operational 
perspective by focusing on the application of scientific knowledge in life 
situations (Bybee & McCrae, 2011; Fensham, 2009; Sadler & Zeidler, 2009). In 
PISA, “[Scientific literacy is] the ability to engage with science-related issues, and 
with the ideas of science, as a reflective citizen. A scientifically literate person, 
therefore, is willing to engage in reasoned discourse about science and technology, 
which requires the competencies to explain phenomena scientifically, evaluate 
and design scientific inquiry, and interpret data and evidence scientifically”
(OECD, 2013, p. 7). It is difficult to tell if scientific literacy in PISA explicitly 
indicates perspectives of Vision III, yet it indeed clearly demonstrates a concern 
of the Vision III with the goal of “reflective citizen.” The PISA science framework 
shows an emphasis on Vision II, as Sadler and Zeidler (2009) have argued that the 
PISA framework with its focus on scientific literacy aligns well with socio-
scientific issues, even if the test items do not fulfill the intent of the socio-scientific 
issues. Nevertheless, Roberts & Bybee (2014) noted that the framework of PISA 
2013 has a tendency moving to Vision I comparing that in PISA 2006. 
To sum up, these three visions of scientific literacy have different emphases in 
a curriculum: Vision I (the conceptual approach) highlights scientific knowledge
and the structures of science, including content knowledge and procedural 
knowledge. Vision II (the contextual approach) emphasizes utility and the 
meaningfulness of STEAM in life. The most crucial characteristic of the Vision II
is its goals of contextualizing science teaching and learning. Vision III (the critical 
approach) stresses teaching and learning science as a means of achieving both 
individual and societal transformation; specifically, it shows a tendency to 
encourage political action or participation in socio-scientific issues contexts. 
Vision III is based on a concern of transformation of the individual and society.
The vision extends the previous boundary of science education, which limits itself 
in science rather than connects with and reflects on society. The curriculum design 
based on Vision III is challenging, but it has been argued that it is possible through
a purposeful design that can even be suitable for primary school students 
(Levinson, 2018).
3.2.2 Goals of learning twenty-first century competencies
As discussed previously in the Introduction section, the concept of 21st-century 
competencies has been shown in various educational policies around the world. 
Its appearance seems to be in line with the concern about the future job market or 
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the rationale of the capital market. In order to survive in the future society, 
students should equip themselves with core competencies that can be transferred 
into different areas and adaptable to different jobs. Many supranational 
organizations, such as the OECD and the EU, were some of the first organizations 
to publish documents outlining educational goals for the 21st century using 
specific frameworks. Meanwhile, international companies such as the Intel 
Corporation and Microsoft have collaborated with educators and educational 
institutions to develop frameworks for teaching or assessing 21st-century 
competencies (e.g., Assessment and Teaching of 21st Century Skills, ATC21S). 
Following these institutions, countries around the world have proposed their 
frameworks for 21st-century competencies (e.g., China, Finland, Singapore, and 
the US). However, there is neither agreement on the terminology with which to 
crystallize the idea of the goals of these competencies, nor an absolute consensus 
of what competencies belong to the umbrella concept. On the one hand, the 
complexity is influenced by cultural differences. On the other hand, supranational 
and national institutions may have been “copied” or “borrowed” from each other, 
because the organizations have used different terms in an attempt to distinguish 
between individual documents from documents published by others. In general, it
has been agreed that competency is an integration of knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
and values which are required for citizens to participate fully in society in the 21st
century (Ananiadou & Claro, 2009; European Union, 2008; National Research 
Council, 2012; Voogt & Roblin, 2012). 
Policymakers at different institutions are in favor of initiating terms and 
frameworks on these competencies to direct the way for development. Meanwhile, 
researchers and educators have been discussing how to achieve the goals of 
teaching and learning these competencies, regardless of the different terms that 
have been applied. Typically, there are two practical approaches. One is to operate 
an independent teaching unit, and the other is to abolish the traditional school 
subjects altogether. Researchers such as Willbergh (2015) held critical views on 
the second approach, in that the concept does not build on educational theory, it 
only projects anxiety from society to education, with an attempt to use education 
as a tool to solve its problems. Moreover, researchers have reclaimed the 
importance of acquiring knowledge in a systematic way. For example, Young 
(2013) proposed the idea of powerful knowledge, in response to his concerns
about the diminishing positions of subject matter along with increasingly favoring
“competency” in education.
In order to solve the problem, it is considered that Bildung, one of the 
educational umbrella concepts, provides an educational theory for the goals of 
achieving “competencies.” According to the critical views, they suggest teaching 
the competencies via the teaching of traditional school subjects is an alternative 
strategy with high potential. To put it differently, it is more practical by the method
of broadening previous goals of learning in subjects to learning by subjects. 
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Science is one of these subjects which can provide content to cultivate 
competencies (Deng, 2015); these competencies can be specified in science and 
may also be transferred to other areas that play an essential role in rational life in 
the future. For example, empirical research in science education has been 
undertaken to examine whether students’ skills in inquiry and critical thinking can 
be improved by learning science and how to improve these competencies by 
purposeful design of science teaching (e.g., Crawford, 2007). In recent decades, 
the volume of research on “argumentation” in the literature indicates an emerging 
awareness of developing competency of communication and critical thinking in 
and beyond science (Osborne, 2014).
In summary, science curriculum may be re-theorized with the subject matter 
of science and guided by the goals of acquiring 21st-century competencies.
Learning from curriculum traditions, such as curriculum design guided by Bildung
culture, could be a possible way. Meanwhile, the objectives of content in 
disciplines such as science can still be systemically organized.
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4.1 Aims of the research
The object of this research is to examine whether and how the Finnish and Chinese 
national primary science curricula have specified and adopted the concepts of 
scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies. The research attempts to identify 
how the two curricula nationally re-contextualized the two concepts and provide 
interpretations of the findings referring to the theories of curriculum. In return, the 
findings will shed light on the improvement and integration of the analytical 
frameworks, which will serve as a fundamental to restructuring science 
curriculum with the understanding of theories of curriculum.
The dissertation is a collection of three original publications summarized in 
Table 1. The general and specific research questions of each study are as follows:
1. How have the current Finnish and Chinese national primary science 
curricula specified the scientific literacy-related objectives? (Study I)
a) How are the objectives of scientific literacy in the two curricula in 
alignment with the categories in the revised PISA framework? 
b) What are the similarities and differences in the emphasis on the various 
categories of the PISA framework between the two curricula?
c) How can the similarities and differences be interpreted in terms of the 
three visions for scientific literacy-oriented curriculum design and the two
theories of curriculum?
2. What are the connotation and components of 21st-century competencies?
Has the current Chinese national primary science curriculum adopted the concept?
(Study II)
a) How have the selected organizations conceptualized 21st-century 
competencies? What are the agreements and distinguishing features of 
21st-century competencies in the selected documents?
b) Can the objectives of 21st-century competencies be identified in the 
current Chinese science curriculum?
3. How have the current Finnish and Chinese national primary science 
curricula adopted the concept of 21st-century competencies? (Study III)
a) How are 21st-century competencies described in the two curricula?
b) What are the similarities and differences in the emphasis on the set of 
21st-century competencies between the two curricula?
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4.2 Methods
As mentioned above, the aim of this research is to a) examine the implementation 
of concepts of scientific literacy and the adoption of the concept of 21st-century 
competencies in the contexts of Finland and China, b) to build up and reflect on 
conceptual frameworks of scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies. All 
three papers applied content analysis to examine the material, because a) the 
method can retest existing data in a new context with structured theories or models 
or compare categories, b) the approach can help extend a theoretical framework 
or theory conceptually (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).
The studies followed the principle and procedures of deductive content 
analysis, which basically includes five main steps: 1) developing the analytical 
frameworks based on theories (literature) (i.e., defining the main categories and 
subcategories); 2) making coding agendas (i.e., explicit definitions of the codes, 
examples and coding rules); 3) a pilot testing and formative check of reliability; 
4) revising categories and coding agenda; 5) working through of the texts, the 
summative check of reliability, and calculating the frequencies and percentages in 
categories (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008; Mayring, 2015; Schwarz, 2015; Weber, 1990). 
Regarding the thesis, the three studies were analyzed within different 
frameworks for the distinct objectives respectively as summarized in Table 1. The 
descriptions of the frameworks are presented in the next section. A set of pilot 
tests was conducted through parts of the documents by two of the three coders and 
thereafter the codes were further clarified according to the discussion of the three 
coders. The three coders are my two supervisors, and me. The Analytical 
Framework section illustrates the coding process with examples to show how each 
unit was identified and situated into a specific code. After finalizing the analysis 
frameworks, the whole texts were analyzed. Then, each study calculated the 
observed frequencies of the units in each code (and category). Finally, a chi-square 
test (χ2) was carried out in Study I and Study III to compare the similarities and 
differences between the Finnish and Chinese national primary science curricula
regarding scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies respectively. Coding 
agreements were checked throughout the research. The validity and reliability of 
the analysis are discussed at the end of the chapter.
4.3 Analytical Framework 
The first study reports on how scientific literacy as the main goal of science 
education has been emphasized in science curricula. Therefore, the framework 
applied in Study I was based on the scientific literacy literatures. The PISA science 
framework (OECD, 2013) was used as a working framework for pilot analysis 
because the PISA science framework was based on the idea of assessing scientific 
literacy. Then, the analysis framework was revised based on the PISA science 
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framework into the one shown in Table 2, after the pilot analysis spotted 
ambiguous definitions and overlooked codes in the PISA science framework. For 
example, “Apply scientific knowledge in practice (Practices)” was added in the 
revised framework, because the study is particularly for younger age students,
who may learn science closely related to their daily life through hands-on practices 
(Roth, 2014). “Ethics in Science” is another example. This code was added 
because it was not explicitly pointed out in the PISA science framework, yet it is 
a significant aspect of science education particularly with the view of Vision III
and sustainable development. The code concerns the dependent role of science in 
society, the social aspects of the nature of science, and the importance of how facts 
and values interact (Hodson, 2011; Kaya et al., 2018; Levison, 2010). Appendix 
1 illustrates all the codes and their working definitions. 
Analysis framework of Scientific Literacy (Study I)
Category 1 Scientific Competencies








2) Evaluate and 
design scientific 
inquiry
3) Interpret data 
and evidence 
scientifically
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science
1) Topics

















Study II was conducted with two matrixes. The first matrix includes six 
categories: intention, target group, terminology, and connotation, the basis for 
categorization, general competencies, and competencies linked with traditional 
school subjects. The matrix was used to examine how the 21st-century 
competencies have been discussed in various policy documents. The policy 
documents were selected in line with the comparative view noted by Bray and 
Thomas (2007), which include policies at supranational and national levels 
deriving from various cultural backgrounds. The analysis process with the matrix 
merely followed the principle of content analysis to analyze data qualitatively
rather than quantitatively calculating the data. Based on the qualitative analysis
findings, the Assessment and Teaching of 21st Century Skills (ATC21S) was 
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chosen as the conceptual analysis framework through which to examine the 
adoption of 21st-century competencies in the Chinese curriculum as well as 
improve the framework. Table 3 shows the codes of ATC21S (Binkley et al., 
2012). The deductive content analysis of the Chinese curriculum was applied for
two purposes. First, it was to test whether the Chinese curriculum has adopted the 
concept, particularly whether the aims of learning generic competencies have been 
integrated into the Chinese curriculum. Second, it was to prepare a conceptual 
framework for Study III.
Analysis framework of 21st-century competencies (generic competencies focused, Study II)
Category 1 Ways of thinking 2 Ways of working 3 Tools for working 4 Living in the world
Code
1) Creative thinking 
and generating of 
innovations
2) Critical thinking, 
problem-solving, 
decision making













personal, local, and 
global 
2) Life and career
3) Personal, social, 
and global 
responsibility
The analytical framework used in Study III was a revised framework based on 
Study II (see Table 4). The framework attempts to distinguish itself from the 
ATC21S by including new codes and redefining previous codes. The revisions 
demonstrated concerns about developing 21st-century competencies through the 
learning of science, or to put it in another way, the revised framework was used 
to examine 21st-century competencies adoption with an emphasis on science 
education. Here follow two examples to demonstrate the identical differences of 
the revised framework from the framework used in Study II. More definitions of 
the codes and examples are illustrated in Appendix 2. The first example is two of 
the new codes. “Inquiry” and “Problem-solving” are the codes added into 
Category 2 “Ways of working,” because these two competencies should be the 
skills underlined in the field of science education. The competencies are closely 
connected with essential skills for the twenty-first century. The other example is 
one of the redefined codes but using the same name “Information literacy.”
Information literacy has been seen by research in different ways. According to 
Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL), information literacy is 
defined as a set of abilities that allow individuals to recognize when information 
is needed and to locate the required information, evaluate it and use it effectively 
(Blummer & Kenton, 2014). In order to contextualize this definition in science 
education, the competency refers to the ability to recognize and comprehend 
scientific concepts, and to locate and use the concepts when needed for a certain 
context. Therefore, explaining phenomena using scientific concepts should be 
regarded as one of the competencies belonging to this code.
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2) Life and career
3) Personal, 
social, and global 
responsibility
4.4 Coding
Coding was based on the coding agenda to identify meaningful sections and 
therefore to put each identified unit in a code listed in the frameworks
appropriately. The coding unit was not confined to word, sentence, or paragraph. 
Each coding unit includes one idea. Examples are provided to illustrate the coding 
process, yet these examples do not cover all the codes shown in the previous 
section (see Table 5). Appendices 1 and 2 illustrated more codes and identifiable
words to demonstrate how texts were analyzed.
Examples of the coding process
Data analysis
(units are underlined)
Code Description of reasons for the coding in brief
[Teachers should] guide the 
student to explore, describe, and 
explain the physical phenomena
encountered in daily life, nature 








First, the verbs demonstrate the 
requirements for competency, and the 
competency belongs to explain 
phenomena. 
Second, physical phenomena present a
supportive knowledge of the competency, 
which is content knowledge in physical 
systems.
Third, “encountered in daily life” presents 
the contexts of learning, which belong to a
personal environment. 
Students can use a lever, pulley, 
slope, axle, or other simple 
machines to solve practical 
problems in daily life (the 
Chinese curriculum, p.37).
- Practices




First, the usage of the tools to solve the 
problem demonstrates two competencies. 
One is the “practices” in scientific literacy,
and the other is “problem-solving” in 
general. 
Second, using these tools is based on the 
knowledge in technology and engineering 
systems. 
Third, it was coded into “personal” 
because the contexts of the learning 




4.5 Validity and Reliability 
Content analysis in the research is considered to be a mixed-method, an 
integration of quantitative and qualitative modes of analysis, although 
methodological debates remain owing to alternative inquiry paradigms (Mayring, 
2015; Prior, 2014). Different terms, such as validity, trustworthiness, goodness, 
have been interpreted in many ways by different scholars (Cho & Trent, 2014).
Yet, the research does not aim to differentiate the terms from each other, but rather 
uses the two terms, i.e., validity and reliability, which were originally used in 
quantitative studies. Techniques have been followed throughout the research to 
ensure validity (Cho & Trent, 2014; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Validity is used to demonstrate that the research can reflect reality. The 
analytical frameworks, i.e., frameworks of scientific literacy and 21st-century 
competencies, used in the three studies are well-recognized models worldwide and 
any revisions of the frameworks were done based on international literature, which 
has been discussed in previous chapters. The definitions of the codes were based 
on literature reviews and discussions with experts in the fields. Specifically, all 
the coding agendas (including definitions of the codes) were pilot tested —
discussions on revising them by the three researchers, i.e., the two supervisors and 
me. One of the supervisors is an expert in science education, and the other has
expertise in comparative studies across countries. After a series of pilot tests and 
revisions of the coding agendas, we agreed on a working version of the coding 
agenda including coding examples and principles. The defining codes process has 
been done in an iterative way until we accepted a final version of the analytical 
frameworks and definitions of codes. These frameworks as the tools for analysis 
provide a neutral perspective for the comparison of the curricula in different 
countries.
Reliability shows that the results have reached an acceptable level of 
consistency. With the coding guidelines, some of the documents were analyzed
independently by me and the supervisor with expertise in science education. The 
formative agreement between us was 0.5. Then the three coders reviewed the 
differences of the coding and improved the coding guideline further. After the 
revision, the final agreement between the two coders’ independent coding reached
90% by using the final version of the conceptual frameworks. Cohen’s kappa 
exceeded 0.84, and the 0.81—0.89 range represents a perfect agreement, with the 
number demonstrating the interrater reliability of the studies.
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5.1 Scientific literacy-related objectives in the Finnish and 
Chinese science curricula (Study I) 
Article I, “An assessment of how scientific literacy-related objectives are
actualized in National Primary Science Curricula in China and Finland,” 
examined how Finnish and Chinese national primary science curricula (hereafter 
referred to as the Finnish curriculum and Chinese curriculum) specified the 
concept of scientific literacy.
The study first identified the structure and the core goal of science education 
described in the Finnish and Chinese curricula. As a whole, the structure and basic 
content of the two curricula are similar. Both curricula cover the objectives of 
knowledge, competencies, attitudes or values, even if they are provided in 
different ways. Moreover, the general tasks of science education appear similar in 
terms of the goal of knowledge and commonly recognized competencies in 
science, cultivating future citizens with the awareness of environment, and 
promoting the development of lifelong learning skills and interest in science. Yet, 
the rationale and emphasis of the goals described in the two curricula are different. 
The Chinese curriculum suggests the reason for learning science at the primary 
level is to prepare students to learn higher-level skills. Moreover, the reason to 
bolster the learning of science at the primary level is that science is crucial for
success in the development of society and economics. Namely, “With the 
development of science and technology, new scientific discoveries and
technological creations are emerging every day. Science and technology play an 
essential role in social and economic development….” (the Chinese curriculum,
p. 1). “Scientific literacy” is the key concept declared in the Chinese curriculum;
it appears 11 times. By contrast, the Finnish curriculum justified the learning of 
science (entitled “environmental studies”) intending to communicate with the 
environment, specifically, “[I]n environmental studies, students are considered 
part of the environment in which they live. Respect for nature and a life of dignity 
in compliance with human rights are the basic principles in teaching and 
learning…. Students are supported to build a relationship with the environment, 
develop their worldview and grow as human beings” (the Finnish curriculum, p. 
1). At least, the economic aspect does not been mentioned explicitly in the Finnish 
curriculum. Besides, “scientific literacy” has never been mentioned in the Finnish 
curriculum. Alternative concepts were identified, such as “sustainable 
development” and “health and well-being.” However, there were no further 
explanations of the terms in the Finnish curriculum. The implicit information 
conveyed by the terms can only be an assumption, such as the rationale inclines 
with personal development instead of economic development.
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Next, the two curricula were examined with the revised PISA framework. Both 
curricula have units belonging to all four main categories, namely, scientific 
competencies, scientific knowledge, attitudes to science and learning contexts. 
Objectives of scientific knowledge constitute the major part of the two curricula. 
Nevertheless, objectives of scientific competencies have been purposefully 
mentioned in both curricula when the objectives of knowledge are introduced, and 
the objectives are situated in contexts. A chi-squared test was carried out to find 
the differences in the distribution of subcategories between the two curricula. 
There are significant differences in the distribution of the subcategories in, namely, 
“scientific competencies,” “scientific knowledge,” “content knowledge” and 
“learning contexts” (both topics and perspectives) between the Finnish and 
Chinese curricula. The Finnish curriculum suggests an emphasis on competencies 
of “Enquiry” and “Practices” than the Chinese curriculum does. By contrast, the 
Chinese curriculum shows more emphasis on the competencies of “Explain” than 
that the Finnish curriculum does. In terms of the scientific knowledge, the Finnish 
curriculum presents a higher percentage on procedural knowledge than the 
Chinese curriculum, yet the Chinese curriculum indicates more emphasis on 
content knowledge than that in the Finnish curriculum. This may be related to the 
emphasis on “Enquiry” in the Finnish curriculum. Competency of “Interpret” has 
the lowest percentage in both curricula as well as “epistemic knowledge.” It is 
understandable because competency and knowledge require higher-level 
cognitive development, which may not be proper for the students at primary 
school age. In terms of the areas of content knowledge, the results show that the 
Finnish curriculum placed more emphasis on living systems and physical systems, 
whereas the Chinese curriculum has a more equal division in these areas than that 
in the Finnish curriculum, even if “earth and space systems” and “technology and 
engineering systems” are not emphasized as much as the other two areas in the 
Chinese curriculum. In terms of the distribution of learning contexts of the topics,
both curricula demonstrate the most emphasis on the “environmental quality” 
topic and the least on “frontiers of science and technology.” In terms of the 
distribution of codes in learning contexts in the perspectives, both curricula 
demonstrate concerns about the content connected with personal-level 
experiences. Considering the other two perspectives, the Chinese curriculum
emphases more on global than the local perspective, by contrast, the Finnish 
curriculum shows more emphasis on situating objectives with a local perspective 
than that with a global perspective.  
The quantitative results can merely present some of the findings. Quotations 
as qualitative data may bring additional information to allow us to understand the 
differences between the curricula. One of the outstanding examples would come 
from the category “attitudes to science.” Quantitatively, the differences in the 
distribution of attitudes to science between the two curricula were not significant, 
χ2 (4, N = 179) = 2.1, p = 0.71. However, quotations from each curriculum indicate 
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different perspectives of writing the intended curriculum and the role of a national 
curriculum (Examples are shown below as well as in Article I). The Chinese 
curriculum was written from the perspective of students’ learning outcomes. With 
it the teacher’s role and responsibility are not clear, and therefore ironically 
students are considered to be responsible for the development of attitudes in all 
the aspects. The Finnish curriculum illustrates the opposite stance. It explicitly 
shows the teacher’s role as a supporter to facilitate the students’ development. 
Teachers’ responsibilities are given in principle but clear enough. 
Examples:
Interest in science:
“[S]tudents should remain curious about natural phenomena and remain 
passionate about the inquiry.” (the Chinese curriculum, p. 8).
“[Teachers should] attract and deepen the students’ interest in the various 
fields of environmental studies.” (the Finnish curriculum, p. 1).
Self-concept or self-efficacy:
“[Students should learn to] overcome difficulties during research and 
complete the scheduled tasks.” (the Chinese curriculum, p. 8).
“[Teachers should] recognize students’ competence in environmental 
studies and [support the students to] make persistent efforts to achieve 
[personal study goals].” (the Finnish curriculum, p. 6).
Disposition of scientific approaches to inquiry:
“Students should develop an awareness that they must present their ideas 
based on evidence and proper reasoning.” (the Chinese curriculum, p. 8).
“The student should be encouraged to wonder and ask questions….” (the 
Finnish curriculum, p. 2).
Environmental awareness:
“[Students should] formulate an awareness to protect the environment and 
take social responsibility….” (the Chinese curriculum, p. 8).
“[Teachers should] support the development of the students’ 
environmental awareness.” (the Finnish curriculum, p. 2).
5.2 Conceptualization of 21st-century competencies and a pilot 
assessment of the competencies in the Chinese science 
curriculum (Study II)
Article II, “Twenty-first century competencies in the Chinese science curriculum,”
compared the connotation and set of competencies of the 21st-century 
competencies concept in eight policy documents at national and supranational 
levels and examined whether the Chinese curriculum adopts the concept using the 
revised ATC21S framework.
By comparing the selected policies, the study found a similar rationale for the 
importance of competencies across the policies. The reason for teaching and 
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learning the competencies is that equipping future citizens with the competencies 
can fulfill the changing and unpredictable society and labor market. Even if 
diverse terms have been used to present the goal of fulfilling society demands, the 
policies demonstrate convergence in the connotation of the “competencies,”
which is an integration of knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes and can be 
applied to certain contexts in need. Then the study examined the set of 
competencies under the umbrella goal “21st-century competencies” in different 
policies. The results demonstrate similarities in the selection of general or 
transferable skills, such as communication, creativity, and ICT; as well as some 
competencies learned in traditional school subjects, for example, mathematics and 
reading. However, there appears to be a difference between the policies in the 
selection of competencies owing to different contexts in cultural, political, 
economic and other contexts. For example, foreign languages are considered to 
be one of the core competencies. 
The study recognized the challenges in actualizing the integration of 21st-
century competencies into a curriculum based on traditional school subjects 
systemically. The research assumes the potential of teaching and learning the 
generic competencies in 21st-century competencies by the means of learning 
science. In order to understand the status of the integration of the objectives in 
science curriculum and to initiate an internationalized standard of 21st-century 
competencies, the study examined the integration of the objectives of 21st-century 
competencies in the Chinese curriculum by ATC21S. The study found the 
competencies belonging to 21st-century competencies have been integrated into
the Chinese curriculum, even though they were not integrated systematically.
Most of the objectives related to 21st-century competencies have appeared in the 
sections of preface and general aims declaration. There also appears differences 
across the competencies in percentages. Critical thinking and creativity are two of 
the most highlighted generic 21st-century competencies in the Chinese curriculum.
The emphasis on these competencies indicates a special consideration from the 
Chinese government to cultivate talent in science which is in line with the 
education reforms since the 1990s.
5.3 Whether and how the Finnish and Chinese national primary 
science curricula adopted the concept of the 21st-century
competencies (Study III)
Article III, “Aims for learning Twenty-first Century Competencies in National 
Primary Science Curricula in China and Finland,” compared whether and how 
the 21st-century competencies have been adopted in science curricula in Finland 
and China with a revised conceptual framework of 21st-century competencies with 
the emphasis on science. 
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The quantitative data suggest both curricula have adopted the concept shown 
as the integration of the objectives belonging to the set of competencies listed in 
the analysis framework. “Information literacy,” “inquiry,” “citizenship,” and 
“learning to learn” are the competencies that have been stressed in both curricula. 
“Information literacy” and “inquiry” are the competencies that apparently
depended on science subjects. “Critical thinking” and “creative thinking” are the 
competencies that are not the most emphasized in either curriculum according to 
the observed frequencies.
A chi-squared test was applied to examine the differences in the distribution of 
subcategories between the curricula. In general, the data suggest the differences 
in the distribution of the 12 competencies between the curricula are statistically 
significant. Despite the distribution difference of subcategories in the “Ways of 
Thinking” across the curricula not being statistically significant, the distribution 
differences in the other three categories are significant. The Chinese curriculum
suggests less emphasis on the “Living in the world” category than that in the 
Finnish curriculum. In particular, there are no objectives in the Chinese 
curriculum belonging to the code “Life and career.” By contrast, in the Finnish 
curriculum, the objectives in this code have been declared by presenting the 
importance of happiness in the changing world. Namely, well-being is one of the 
keywords. The results found the Finnish curriculum cares about students’ 
emotional wellness. For example, “… support the student in recognizing, 
expressing, and regulating his or her emotions” (the Finnish curriculum, p. 6). Yet, 
neither objective closely related to a career in science has been discussed in the 
Finnish curriculum. Moreover, the code “personal and global social 
responsibilities” is almost absent from the Chinese curriculum, and by contrast, it 
is shown 16 times in the Finnish curriculum. The appearance of this code in the 
Finnish curriculum indicates a connection of education in social aspects with 
science education. For example, “Using versatile regional examples and topical 
news items, the students learn to perceive the natural environment and human 
activities in Finland, the Nordic countries, Europe, and other continents” (the 
Finnish curriculum, p. 8). 
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6.1 Summary of studies I, II, and III
The first study examined the specification of objectives of scientific literacy in the 
Finnish and Chinese national primary science curricula. The objectives of 
scientific literacy for both curricula are based on scientific knowledge (Vision I) 
and the application of knowledge-based skills in situations (Vision II). It 
demonstrates an integration of the two visions. Moreover, the Chinese curriculum
appears to have a tendency in line with Vision I compared to that in the Finnish 
curriculum. The objectives situating with contexts in the Finnish curriculum are
higher than those in the Chinese curriculum. However, both curricula are 
characterized by implicit views that derive from the pursuit of the value-driven 
transformation of individuals and society achieved through science education 
(Vision III). In general, the Chinese curriculum appears to favor the traditional 
Anglo-American curriculum, whereas the Finnish curriculum appears to be more 
attached to the Bildung-Didaktik tradition in terms of core tasks and the 
specification of objectives. 
The concept of 21st-century competencies has been delineated according to the 
second study’s analysis of various frameworks of 21st-century competencies. The 
study also shows that the Chinese national primary science curriculum has 
adopted the concept. The analytical framework (ATC21S) tested in the study 
enables comparison with the implementation of the concept in the Finnish and 
Chinese science curricula. The third study, therefore, compared the Finnish and 
Chinese national primary science curricula in their adoption of the 21st-century 
competencies with the revised ATC21S framework. The findings further support 
the arguments in the first study that the Finnish curriculum suggests an alignment 
with Bildung tradition whereas the Chinese curriculum does not. First, the goals 
of 21st-century competencies integrated into the Finnish curriculum explicitly 
demonstrates the concern of the educational aims for the development of a moral 
and holistic individual. It indicates that science education as a means to the end of 
the formation of individual and society. By contrast, even if the Chinese 
curriculum has adopted the concept of 21st-century competencies, the rationale 
and objectives are still confined to science. Moreover, the Chinese curriculum 
suggests limited concerns on developing the whole person rather than the focus 
on the science contexts when compared with the Finnish curriculum.
In addition, the length of the text of the curricula and the perspectives described 
objectives in the two curricula are different. The Finnish curriculum mostly 
describes the objectives by themes and as a guideline for teachers; very few 
objectives were presented from the perspective of students’ learning outcomes. In
contrast, the Chinese curriculum provides objectives in detail, and most of them 
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are provided in line with content in disciplines. These differences strengthen the 
argument that the two countries’ science curriculum shows different affiliations 
to the two theories of curriculum, i.e., Bildung-Didaktik and Anglo-American 
curriculum.
6.2 Implications
The examinations of the implementation of the concepts, i.e., scientific literacy 
and 21st-century competencies in the Finnish and Chinese science curricula have 
the implications for the understanding of “glocalization” of international standards. 
First, the findings help to explain the glocalization phenomenon of policy 
initiation, which illustrates a complex integration of global trends and local 
contexts at the national level represented through the national curriculum. Second, 
the findings reinforce the argument that any declared reforms at the national level 
using worldwide recognized fancy slogans may vary in their meanings. Therefore,
any declaration should be examined because the objectives described with abstract 
concepts may affect the outcomes of their implementation. Consequently, the 
clarification of “concepts” by developing structured international standards 
explicitly should be significant, which can guide the educational reforms around 
the world at a similar pace. But people may refute internationalized standards with 
the concerns that globally uniform reforms may decrease diversity and increase 
the inequality in education. However, the worries are not necessary because each 
country can initiate the policies consistent with its context. Nonetheless, 
internationalized standards should be helpful in guiding countries in developing 
their standards and keep pace with the most recent movements globally, which is 
particularly significant for countries with developing education systems.
Second, the findings indicate the essentialness of drawing reflections on the 
concepts widely accepted and applied, because some ideologies may implicitly be
embedded in the concepts, which may prevent the development of a sustainable 
society. For example, the examination of the two curricula suggests a limited 
concern on Vision III of scientific literacy. The result indicates the importance of 
initiating frameworks as assessment tools with critical views for understanding 
the implementation of the concepts in countries. The examination of the concepts 
with the tools would be beneficial for curriculum design and the implementation 
of a new curriculum in a classroom in various nations. Through the examination, 
policy-makers and teachers can identify the strengths and weaknesses of their 
actualized curriculum. This aspect is significant because reflection is particularly 
critical in education, to know what we have known and what we do not know. In 
this thesis, two tentative frameworks have been proposed, i.e., the revised PISA 
framework and the revised ATC21S. These frameworks can be used as a guide
for examining curriculum design and practices in different countries. The 
frameworks can be used for curriculum design for all the levels of basic education, 
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but there should be a continuum of the subject matters and different requirements 
for particular competencies or knowledge. Additionally, these analytical 
frameworks can be used for future research in curriculum studies to compare and
find potential differences and similarities.
Finally, the findings suggest an opportunity to re-theorize the science 
curriculum. Science education can be both a goal in itself, and a means for 
attaining “competencies” for the 21st century. Scientifically-literate citizens are 
the foundation of the sustainable development of society, such as the importance
of environment protection, if science is considered as the end itself. Guiding with 
the idea that science is a means for the ultimate goals of education, 21st-century 
competencies can be taught within the science subject as well. Furthermore, 
science education can be regarded as an approach to fulfilling the transformation 
of individuals and society, which is aligned with the idea of Bildung. Therefore,
Bildung is an essential concept for designing and implementing a curriculum.
Guided by the concept, science education can be considered with broader goals, 
incorporated reflections on the ideologies and aimed for transformation of the 
individual and society, because the moral aspect is the leading dimension of 
Bildung. Nevertheless, the traditional Anglo-American curriculum theory plays a
vital role in curriculum design as well. Subject matters and well-structured content 
in subjects are foundations of a well-designed curriculum. This theory would 
guide the design in the content of the science discipline with well-articulated 
objectives. According to the theory, curriculum should clearly show the outcomes 
expected from students. A combination of the two theories is necessary. Thus, the
restructured science curriculum not only values the objectives of scientific literacy 
in science education as an end in itself, but more importantly, it values science 
education as a means to the end of the goals of 21st-century competencies. The
idea is in line with the goals of education for sustainable development outlined by 
UNESCO.
6.3 Limitations
The research has several limitations, yet it can suggest topics for future studies. 
First, the research regards each observed unit as being equal and unweighted 
according to its importance or teaching hours. It means that the quantitative results 
based on the observed frequencies can merely be used to indicate a tendency to
emphasize differences in the various codes across the curricula. The codes may 
be weighted according to the intended distributions of lessons in future studies. 
Second, the research only observed the intended/official curricula in the two 
countries, meaning that the research may not show the real status of education in 
each country. The actualized curriculum in the classroom in each country may 
differ greatly from the results demonstrated in this research. From this perspective, 
the generalization of the findings in this research will be limited. Therefore, it is
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vital for there to be further studies on the comparison of science education in the 
classrooms in both countries in terms of their implementation of the concepts of 
scientific literacy and 21st-century competencies. It will also be helpful for further 
understanding of science education in each country.
Third, the research was based on the most recently published curricula in the 
two countries. Without the analysis of pervious national science curricula in the 
two countries, the explanation about the affiliation to any theories of curriculum 
should be limited to the status of the two countries and based on a relative position 
between the two countries. This suggests two potential studies in the future: a) 
research on comparative studies of a series of national science curricula in Finland 
and China with a historical perspective; b) research on science curricula in more 
countries, for example, in the US, the UK, and Germany, which may bring more 
information on the alignment of curriculum theories with various contexts and 
traditions. In general, the frameworks developed through this research can be 
applied as analytical frameworks for broader and more in-depth analysis in the 
future. 
Fourth, even if the research stands with a reflection on neoliberalism influences 
on education, the concepts and frameworks were derived from or within the 
contexts of neoliberalism. Namely, the framework of scientific literacy has been 
derived from the PISA science framework, which was developed by the OECD, 
an organization with a focus on economic development; the revised ATC21S 
framework was based on the idea of developing citizens who will be useful for 
future societies, with an ideology of the knowledge society and human capital. 
The content analysis as the method has limits in reflective of the ideology beneath 
the frameworks. Therefore, it would be beneficial to use discourse analysis in 
future studies, particularly concerning the emergence of the ideology of 
neoliberalism in education. 
Finally, the interpretation of the results was basically from the viewpoints that 
originated in western countries. In the future, more research with an integration of 
a perspective based on Chinese cultures may contribute to, and bring in, more 
balanced and varied views on curriculum development. 
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